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Our Process Traditionally

● Priority List
● Prototyping
● Evaluative meeting
● CAD
● Fabrication
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Priority List

1.  Drive
2.  Acquire power cells from the ground
3.  Score 1 power cell into the inner goal
4.  Score 5 power cells into the inner goal
5.  Solo climb and balance
6.  Climb on one of the two sides of the generator switch rung
7.  Score 3 power cells into the inner goal in autonomous
8.  Score 6 power cells into the inner goal in autonomous
9.  Rotation control and position control
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Our Process This Year

● Reflected on past year’s performance and prototyping
○ Looking to incorporate the most efficient parts of the 

robot and redesign mechanisms that were less effective
● Brainstorming effectively began immediately following 

last year’s season, though Elektra’s final designs were 
not officially conceived until we started work in January
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The Robot Elektra
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Drivetrain

Overall dimensions 30in x 29in
Custom swerve drive
● Drive reduction of 6:1, drivetrain free speed of 14.97 ft/sec
● Rotation reduction of 16:1, rotates 90 degrees in approx. 0.05sec
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Motion Planning without the Robot

- We could not do testing with the real 
robot

- COVID19 made in person meetings unsafe

- We could not get robots to SE members houses

- We found these small, cheap robots for 
testing called Romis

- They have support for robot code

- We bought 5 of them and sent them to SE members 
to test
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Motion Planning without the Robot

- The Romis have encoders, which 
makes Motion Profiling possible

- The only issue is that we cant run full 
sized autons on the Romi

- There is not enough space

- The romi is too small

- By making the Romi think it is bigger, 
we can test full sized autons
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Motion Planning without the Robot

- I taped out a 1 / 5th field on my floor 
and used cans and other objects to 
test autons

- Because the robot thinks that it is 
bigger, it's like we had a full sized field

- This let us verify that our 
autons worked
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Intake

● Driven by NEO with a 2:1 gear reduction
● Uses 1.25 in. OD polycarbonate tubing as rollers
● 1/4" Lexan roller walls fold up to minimize the 

space taken up by the retracted intake
● Deploys and retracts via a rope pinned to a 

pneumatic cylinder
● 1/8" Lexan plates come over and down past the 

bumpers, preventing the robot from driving over 
balls
○ Bumper plate moves out via a passive 

linkage attached to the main four-bar, 
allowing for parallel placement when 
extended but low-profile folding when 
retracted
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Spindexer

Separates power cells using a rotating, circular plate
● Power cells eventually rest in cutouts in plate

○ Provides both consistent indexing and even power cell spacing
Main plate sits on a smaller, chamfered aluminum plate rotating 
inside six v-groove bearings
Driven by NEO with a 17.5:1 reduction
● Custom single speed, single reduction gearbox

that drives a pulley bolted into the main plate
● Plate rotates at approx. 330 rpm
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Chute

● Driven by a bag motor with a 20:1 versaplanetary 
gearbox

● 0.1in polyethylene walls, allowing power cells to slip
● 3.25in omni wheel brings power cells into chute

○ ~1.25in of compression on power cells using omni 
wheel

● 9mm HTD timing belts move power cells through chute
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Shooter

● Driven by 3 NEOs on a 1:1.5 reduction
● Uses combination of 2in and 4in 60A Fairlane wheels

○ Smaller 2in wheels act as an accelerator for 
increased consistency

○ Approximately 2in of compression throughout
● Two flywheels geared up by an additional 1:1.5 

reduction
○ Accelerator flywheel: 2.54 lb-in^2, 7.369 in 

diameter
○ Main shooter flywheel: 6.94 lb-in^2, 9.4735 in 

diameter
● Two-position adjustable hood for optimized shots 

from the initiation line and trench
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Shooter Speed Control

● Our Shooter control was done with a 
standard PIDF loop.

○ We calculated feed forward by 
characterizing our shooter 
manually

○ We calculated the PID Controller 
using an automated method

● Making sure that our shooter was well 
tuned was important to being able to 
shoot accurately
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Shooter Speed Control - Åström-Hägglund Method

● The Åström-Hägglund method of PID tuning is similar 
to the Ziegler–Nichols, but can be completely 
automated

○ By replacing the PID controller with a BangBang 
controller, we can force the system to oscillate

○ We can measure these oscillations and calculate the 
most ideal PID controller

● Because both our PIDController and 
PIDCalculator extend Controller , they can be 
swapped out quickly

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PID_controller#Relay_(Åström-Hägglund)_method 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PID_controller#Relay_(%C3%85str%C3%B6m-H%C3%A4gglund)_method
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Software Development with StuyLib

- StuyLib contains a lot of things that 
greatly sped up our software 
development time

- All of our control theory and other projects are 
stored in stuylib

- We were able to develop all of this while 
engineering was building the bot, so that when 
we get the bot, we can act quickly

- All of our code is open on Github 
for other teams to look at

- It is under the MIT license to maximise the 
ability to be reused by other teams
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Climber

● Driven by NEO with a 20:1 reduction using Versaplanetary 
gearbox
○ Constant force springs power extension, and rope with 

winch maintains retraction
○ Customized ratchet stage using piston as pawl serves as 

brake
● 3 stages of pocketed aluminum 

○ Weight of <5 lbs.
● Extended height of 89.5 inches and retracted height of 41.1 

inches
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Control Panel Mechanism

● Motor: Bag Motor with versaplanetary gearbox with a 
16:1 reduction

● Consists of two supports made of quarter-inch thick 
polycarbonate
○ Clamped onto climber with two 3D printed 

clamps
● Three 4 in. compliant wheels

○ Total height of 3 inches
● Color Sensor V3

○ 3D printed shroud around color sensor to avoid 
any interfering ambient light
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*pre-corona team photo


